UPSCALING BY STANDARDS
THE HAMBURG DIAMOND OPEN ACCESS MODEL

The Hamburg State and University Library (Germany) provides with Hamburg University Press an established Institutional Publishing Service Provider (IPSP) in the Hamburg metropolitan region. Among other open access publication services, Hamburg University Press offers the hosting of Diamond OA journals.

STANDARDIZED HOSTING SERVICE
- hosting of peer-reviewed Diamond OA journals
- scholar-led
- standards & guidelines for journals & whole service
- formal & technical quality assurance
- open science compliance

Closely linked to the EU projects
- CRAFT-OA
- EOSC

DIAMAS

CONSISTENT PROCEDURE
- initial meeting(s)
- conditions of cooperation
- offer
- contracts
orientation / implementation / finalization - WP 1-6, milestones
launch / consolidation
maintenance, administration, support

implementation
initiation
contract
realization
(re-)launch

operation

BENEFITS FOR EDITORS AND AUTHORS
- professional state of the art publishing
- scholar-led & resource-efficient service
- smooth platform: robust, trusted, sustainable
- roll-out new features for all journals
- indexing of journals & articles
- proof-of-use by metrics & citation reference
- equity by efficient standardization

Services by default
- PID: ORCID, DOI, ROR, FunderID
- cited-by plugin
- journal template
- indexing of articles & journals
- multilingualism concept
- html view
- integrated lean media player

Closely linked to the EU projects
- CRAFT-OA
- EOSC

DIAMAS

https://hup.sub.uni-hamburg.de
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